
a great pity. After I had secretly exchanged views with the 
Powers regarding the development of Manchuria and Mongolia, 
I returned by way of Shanghai. At the wharf there a Chinese 
attempted to take my life. An American woman was hurt, 
but I escaped by the devine protection of my emperors of the 
past. It seems that it was by divine will that I should assist 
Your Majesty to open a new era in the Far East and to develop 
the new continental empire.

The Three Eastern Provinces are politically the imperfect 
spot in the Far East. For the sake of self-protection, as well 
as the protection of others, Japan cannot remove the difficulties 
in Eastern Asia unless she adopts a policy of “Blood and Iron.” 
But in carrying out this policy we have to face the United 
States which has been turned against us by China’s policy of 
fighting poison with poison. In the future, if we want to control 
China, we must first crush the United States just as in the 
past we had to fight in the Russo-Japanese War. But in order 
to conquer China we must first conquer Manchuria and Mongolia. 
In order to conquer the world, we must first conquer China. 
If we succeed in conquering China, the rest of the Asiatic 
countries and the South Sea countries will fear us and sur
render to us. Then the world will realize that Eastern Asia 
is ours and will not dare to violate our rights. This is the plan 
left to us by Emperor Meiji, the success of which is essential to 
our national existence.

The Nine Power Treaty is entirely an expression of the 
spirit of commercial rivalry. It was the intention of England 
and America to crush our influence in China with their power 
of wealth. The proposed reduction uf armaments is nothing 
but a means to limit our military strength, making it impossible 
for us to conquer the vast territory of China. On the other 
hand, China’s resources of wealth will be entirely at their 
disposal. It is merely a scheme by which England and America 
may defeat our plans. And yet the Minseito made the Nine 
Power Treaty the important thing and emphasized our trade, 
rather than our rights in China. This is a mistaken policy)—a
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